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2019 Conference  

Delegate Feedback: 

“The best conference I 

have attended - a fantastic 

range of speakers, all 

were really engaging and 

knowledgeable.” 

Casino - AML Manager 

“Another great 

conference.” 

UK Retail Bank  
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2019 IMLPO Annual Conference: 

21st & 22nd May 2019 

“Collaboration in a digital world: the 
modern fight against financial crime” 
 
The 2019 programme delivered another superb event for the MLRO 

Community. Dr Justine Walker: Director, Sanctions Policy - UK Finance, returned 

to chair the conference again this year and brought her energy and expertise to 

facilitate some excellent thought provoking discussion. 

 

IMLPO are most grateful for the support of all of the speakers, sponsors and 

delegates without whom the conference wouldn’t be such a great success. 

We were delighted to welcome an excellent range of speakers from 

Regulators, Government organisations, Law Enforcement and practitioners, to 

share first hand insights into the current challenges of the modern fight against 

financial crime.  

 

Delegates left the conference with an up to date insight into the current strategies 

being deployed in the fight against serious organised crime.  

 

Plans are already underway for the 2020 conference, another industry leading 

programme in a similar format, outside of London. Further details to follow at 

www.imlpo.com 

 

The next IMLPO meeting is on 19th September 2019, hosted by Bryan Cave 

Leighton Paisner 
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Dr Justine Walker chairs the 2019 IMLPO Conference 
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Jennie Haslett: 

Head of FATF and International Branch - HM Treasury 

Jennie discussed the UK’s new international strategy on illicit finances 

and gave an overview of the public-private plan for economic crime.  

Richard Vause: Senior Policy Advisor, 

International Collaboration and Transparency - HMRC 

Richard presented HMRC’s new offshore strategy to tackle offshore tax 

non-compliance, ’No Safe Havens’, showcasing recent developments in 

offshore alongside what the future holds. He also updated on key 

legislation involving tax and International issues, including how the 

corporate criminal offences for failing to prevent the facilitation of tax 

evasion are being used more effectively. 

Martin Cox: Deputy Head UK Financial Intelligence Unit -  

National Crime Agency (NCA) 

 

IMLPO were delighted to welcome Martin back to share details of the 

recently formed NECC as well as bringing the latest on the SARs reform. 

The NECC coordinates assets across a range of agencies and brings an 

appetite for a whole system approach to strengthen the capability to 

disrupt fraud and develop an intelligence led approach.  

2019 Member 
Meetings 

18th September 2019 

3rd December 2019 

Both the Annual Conference 

and the member meetings 

provide a superb opportunity 

to network with colleagues 

from across the Regulated 

sector. 

The diverse membership 

includes representatives from 

Banks, Building Societies, 

Insurance, Accountants, Law 

Firms, Gambling/Gaming 

Organisations, Wealth 

Management businesses and 

Money Service Bureau’s. 

The next member meeting will 

be hosted by Bryan Cave 

Leighton Paisner with 

another superb programme to 

keep members up to date with 

the latest insights in the ever 

evolving fight against financial 

crime. 

Click here to reserve your 

place or contact the IMLPO 

Marketing office on 0208 004 

7933. 

Emma Oettinger: Head of Financial Crime and Risk - Ashurst 

Having recently returned from the FATF talks in Vienna, Emma shared 

feedback on the recent FATF discussions and brought an update on the 

upcoming priorities for FATF suggesting we need to think innovatively 

about how to use technology most appropriately. 

Katharine Harle & Daren Allen: Partners - Dentons 

‘FCA Business Plan Priorities’ - Katharine and Daren discussed the pri-

orities and challenges for 2019 including operational resilience and 

cyber challenges in the demanding environment. Katharine discussed 

the role of technology in reducing the regulatory burden including the 

use of ethical hacking to test vulnerabilities, ensuring resilience and how 

to respond swiftly when issues occur with a plan that is fit for purpose. 

The FCA has a cyber self assessment questionnaire for firms to use. 

Jennie Haslett - HM Treasury Richard Vause - HMRC Katharine Harle & Daren Allen -  Dentons 

https://www.imlpo.com/events/


         Claire Wilson, Colette Best, Michelle Giddings & Dr Justine Walker 

IMLPO is a well established, 

not for profit, industry leading 

networking organisation for 

the UK's anti-money 

laundering community, run by 

members, for members. 

IMLPO provides a discussion 

forum for anti-money 

laundering, counter terrorist 

financing and financial crime 

prevention practitioners from 

the regulated and reporting 

sector.  

Being a member of IMLPO 

provides an opportunity to 

interact with an extensive and 

diverse group of professionals 

and gives access to 

competent authorities to hear 

their latest thinking first hand, 

whilst also sharing mutual 

insights.  

Throughout the year IMLPO 

host member meetings and 

the annual conference for 

both members and non-

members. We are always 

delighted to welcome new 

members and conference 

delegates from the MLRO 

community. 

For further details regarding 

membership, including our 

Corporate packages please 

contact the Marketing Office 

or call us on  0208 004 7933. 

Panel Discussion: The Regulator Perspective 

Claire Wilson: Gambling Commission 

Colette Best: Solicitors Regulation Authority 

Michelle Giddings: ICAEW 

The panel of Regulators discussed their priorities for the forthcoming 

year and shared insights into their approach and expectations towards 

emerging technology outlining how they are engaging with digital and 

technology processes and providers. 

Mary P. Kirwan: Ex MLRO and MD at Credit Suisse 

Mary brought her diverse experience to re-iterate the importance of the 

human element and ‘bringing the board with you’ in the complex digital 

environment in which we operate. Mary also reflected on the lessons 

learned for the future and the importance of the completion of SARs. 

Dr Justine Walker: UK Finance & Mary Kirwan 

Justine and Mary opened the second day with a discussion session on 

the current Geopolitical uncertainty and the wider financial crime 

prevention landscape and what this means for firms. 

Networking  
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Contact Us 

Give us a call for more 

information about our 

services and events. 

IMLPO 

0208 004 8341 

admin@imlpo.com 

Visit us on the web at 

www.imlpo.com 

 

In partnership with: 

Commander Karen Baxter & Mary Kirwan 

Mary Kirwan & Justine Walker 

Jonathan Fisher QC 

IMLPO enjoy a positive relationship with colleagues from 

Law Enforcement which is extremely beneficial to members 

and delegates. The input from Law Enforcement is 

testament to the collaboration that occurs to tackle serious 

organised crime and IMLPO are extremely grateful for their 

support. 

 

Commander Karen Baxter: City of London Police 

Head of the National Economic Crime Unit, Karen shared a 

strategic overview of the challenges currently being faced  in the 

fight against Serious Organised Crime. 

 

Ian Collins & Alison Kelly: Metropolitan Police NTFIU 

NTFIU case studies are always of interest and Ian and Alison 

shared  developments from a number of recent cases. 

DS Matt Stanley and DC Barry Steel: Metropolitan Police 

‘Crypto and the Dark Web’  

Matt & Barry closed the first day sharing their enthusiasm and in-

depth knowledge of Crypto currencies in addition to an insight 

into the trends and emerging developments in this area.  
 

Jonathan Fisher QC 

Jonathan shared the learnings from a number of recent anti 

money laundering case studies in his usual engaging manner to 

bring the conference to a close.  

www.imlpo.com 

https://www.imlpo.com/

